


Fabled legacy, cutting edge technology and uncompromised 
craftsmanship. As the world’s most prestigious rifle and cartridge 
brand, Sako brings all these vital factors together like no other.

Sako products and way of working are based on a culture deeply rooted in 
the unforgiving Nordic nature. Overcoming these harsh conditions has always 
demanded perfection in every detail. All of our rifles comply with CIP and 
SAAMI requirements and are designed for and tested in ultimate conditions. 
We also produce high-quality centerfire cartridges with more than 100 
different loads in 32 calibers for different targets and hunting purposes.

Times may change, but our mission remains the same: to offer our customers 
the very best in accuracy and performance.

We are hunters. We demand perfection.

EXCELLENCE IN
EVERY DETAIL



For us, it’s not just a profession – it’s a passion,
a lifestyle we share with our customers.

MADE BY HUNTERS

There’s nothing more precious than sitting by the fire and sharing 
something special with your fellow hunters. It’s no secret that 
Sako’s global reputation is rooted in the unique skills and expertise 
of our employees, hunters who also share this way of life.

Combining a passion with work creates something truly new.
The insights we get out there in the forest support what we 
develop next at the job, and the stories shared are built into our 
future products. We know the difference good quality can make.

Read our stories at sako.fi/manufacturing



We take great pride in our work. Each rifle is carefully 
assembled by a single person, and each individual 
barrel is visually inspected. Every rifle goes through 
manual accuracy testing to ensure it can perform under 
1MOA accuracy and is delivered with a certification that 
guarantees its quality and accuracy.

Sako’s history goes back to the early 1920s. Since 
then, we’ve come a long way from manufacturing 
by hand to today’s computer-aided R&D and CNC 
manufacturing. And yet, we have not forgotten the 
value of traditional gunsmith craftsmanship.



BOLT

Sako 85 bolt body is constructed from 
forged solid steel blank. One piece bolt 
body is machined from a blank so that 
it includes the bolt handle. This uniform 
construction is extremely rigid and robust.

STOCK
The ergonomics of Sako 85’s walnut and 
synthetic stocks are built for an optimal 
shooting posture. The excellent balance 
and smooth bolt operation of Sako 85 
rifles enable fast, straight and accurate 
operation. 

EXTRACTOR & EJECTION
The Sako 85 has a famous extractor 
claw made of durable heat-treated 
steel. When the bolt forces the case 
back, the mechanical ejector fork ejects 
the case out of the rifle. The ejector is 
at the bottom of the rear bridge, not on 
the bolt face.

TRIGGER
The weight of pull of the single-stage Sako 85 
trigger unit is adjustable from 1 to 2 kg (2–4 lbs). 
An optional single-set trigger is available for most 
Sako 85 models. All Sako 85 rifles have an extremely 
durable, all-steel trigger guard that protects
the trigger. An exception to this are the Finnlight 
and Carbonlight models, which have a lightweight 
hard-anodized aluminium trigger guard.

SAFETY
The special two-way Sako safety locks both the trigger and 
the bolt handle. The unique bolt release button of the Sako 
Safety System allows you to load or remove a cartridge 
from the chamber while the safety is engaged. 

INDIVIDUALLY
PERFECT

Throughout the brochure, 
these icons provide 
you with key technical 
information at a glance. 

Most Sako models feature 
set trigger, open sights 
and muzzle threading as 
options. Check availability 
with your local retailer.

BARREL
Sako 85 barrels are manufactured with a passion for 
craftsmanship and the very best knowledge of Sako. Barrel 
blanks are drilled, honed, cold-hammer forged, finished 
and finally individually inspected by an optical fine-tuning 
instrument: the human eye. Twist rates are chosen for each 
caliber to optimize accuracy and bullet performance.
Sako 85 barrels, blued or stainless, have a non-reflecting, 
satin-like surface – with the exception of the Sako 85 
Deluxe and Safari models that have a highly polished finish, 
and the 85 Finnlight II model that has a weather-resistant 
Cerakote coating.

MAGAZINE
The staggered, two-row magazine of the Sako 85 is made 
of stainless steel. The detachable magazine can also be 
loaded through the ejection port. The Total Control Latch 
(patent pending) of the Sako 85 prevents accidental 
magazine release.

ACTION
Sako 85 actions come in six different sizes (CSA), providing 
reliability for each caliber and the very best functions for 
each cartridge size. All Sako 85 models feature controlled 
cartridge feed (RCS) to eliminate double feed or cartridge 
jams. The turn-bolt handle places the hand in a natural 
position during bolt operation, which allows for rapid 
repeated firing.

SPECIFICATIONS

Action size

 S, SM, 
M & L

Overall weight

2.8-3.1
kg

Total length

1030-1 145
mm

Barrel length

510, 620 
mm

Available as
left-handed

Interchangeable
barrel



Built by our talented rifle smiths in Riihimäki, exclusive Sako 
Premium rifles perfectly embody the Sako spirit.

Sako Custom concept gives you a chance to decide what rifle 
configuration of thousands of combinations is best suited for you. 
Build your rifle with multiple options in stocks, wood quality, 
engravings and other details. Sako Bespoke, in turn, represents 
our most exclusive Premium offering. No two Bespoke rifles are 
exactly the same as this unique model can be personalised to 
meet even the most ambitious vision.

SAKO PREMIUM



The Sako Bespoke gives those who know what they want a chance to truly fulfil their 
dreams. Bring us your ideas of a perfect rifle and allow us to make your vision come
to life with a custom-built rifle, adorned with details that reflect your personality.

SAKO BESPOKE

Get in touch and learn more about creating the rifle of your dreams: 
sako.fi/rifles/sako-premium All Sako Bespoke rifles are completely unique and the images shown are only a reference to display some possible options. 

You get to work with our esteemed rifle smiths, choose the best 
materials and provide ideas for custom engravings which will be 
handmade by our master craftsmen. The only thing limiting you 
is your own imagination.



A rifle is so much more than a means to an end. It’s a reflection of who 
you are, and as individual as you are. With Sako Custom, you can 
customise your very own Sako 85 rifle based on your personal needs 
and preferences. We offer thousands of different combinations for you 
to choose from. After you have made your decisions, our talented rifle 
smiths in Riihimäki will build the rifle according to your vision.

SAKO CUSTOM



Sako Custom Configurator makes building your own custom rifle simple. You can choose how your rifle is put together, 
starting from stock model, wood quality, engravings and a range of other details. When you are satisfied with your 
choices, you can easily share the details of your custom rifle with your Sako Elite dealer.
Read more: custom.sako.fi

CONFIGURATOR MAKES CUSTOMISATION EASY

STOCK MODELS

You can choose how your rifle is put together, from 
stock model and wood quality to engravings and
a range of other details.

BAVARIAN CARBINE

BAVARIAN

DELUXE

PRESTIGE

GRIZZLY

OTHER DETAILS

In addition to stock model, wood grade and 
engravings, you can also select your open sight, 
length of the barrel and trigger mechanism. 
Material and finish options available depend on 
the stock and engravings you have chosen.

WOOD GRADES

Our globally recognised experts have years of experience crafting and 
working with wood. This ensures your stock always represents the absolute 
best of its grade. If you want, you can upgrade your stock grade from 
standard to high or even to our prestigious exhibition grade. We can also 
arrange a meeting where you can come in and select your own stock.

STANDARD GRADE EXHIBITION GRADEHIGH GRADE

ENGRAVINGS

To give the final touch to your rifle, you can choose between 
three beautiful engraving options for your rifle’s breech, pistol 
grip plane and the bottom of the magazine. Acanthus Leaf 2 
option also has engraving in the bolt shroud.

ACANTHUS LEAF 1 ACANTHUS LEAF 2 AMERICAN SCROLL 1

POLISHED BLACKENED CARBON STEEL

BLACKENED CARBON STEEL (MAT FINISH)

POLISHED STAINLESS STEEL

STAINLESS STEEL (MAT FINISH)



Versatility is the mark of true excellence. The Sako 85 rifles 
are built with demanding design criteria, based on long 
tradition and newest innovations, allowing you to choose 
the best option for any hunting or training purpose. 

The Sako 85 rifle range includes several models with 
several stock styles and barrels. These options, combined 
with comprehensive caliber selection, will give you
the ultimate bolt-action rifle: accurate, prestigious and 
durable. When you choose Sako 85, you choose value that 
lasts from father to son.

SAKO 85 RIFLES

Choosing the right rifle is the most crucial decision 
a hunter can make. To simplify the process, we 
have released an easy-to-use online selector to 
help you find the best Sako 85 rifle for you. 

Compare calibers, sights and other specs and find 
the right model based on your needs. Check out 
our wide selection and select your own
Sako 85: choose.sako.fi

SELECT YOUR SAKO 85



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:

5+1 magazine:   22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   
6.5 Creedmoor / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   308 Win / 11”   |    25-06 Rem / 10”   |   
6.5x55 SE / 8”   |  270 Win / 10”   |    30-06 Spr / 11” 

4+1 magazine:   270 Win Short Mag / 10”   |    300 Win Short Mag / 11”   |   
7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   300 Win Mag / 11” 

Action size

 S, SM, 
M & L

Overall weight

2.8-3.1
kg

Available as
left-handed

Total length

1030-1 145
mm

Barrel length

510, 620 
mm

85 FINNLIGHT II
The Sako 85 Finnlight II, with its weather-resistant Cerakote® coating and fully 
adjustable cheek piece, is an extremely adaptable rifle for both hunters and sport shooters, 
ready for any challenge. Enjoy ease of use and comfort for each shot with a lightweight 
fiberglass stock produced with cutting edge RTM technology.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE CHEEK PIECE
Easily customised to suit your individual 
preferences.

CERAKOTE® COATING SECURE GRIP
The coating ensures reliable performance  
in all conditions.

The grip surfaces and the cheek piece  
are made from elastomer.



85 CARBON WOLF
The 85 Carbon Wolf is made for hunters who value the flexibility and adaptability of 
being able to effortlessly make ergonomic adjustments. It’s built to allow you to hit hard 
and fast while trekking through the wild, or it can quickly be configured for the range. 
The RTM carbon fibre construction ensures lightness and durability.

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:

5+1 magazine:   22-250 Rem/ 14”   |   243 Win/ 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11”   |   6.5 Creedmoor / 8”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”  |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   
30-06 Spr / 11”   |   8x57IS / 9.5”  |   9.3x62 / 14”

4+1 magazine:   7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   300 Win Mag / 11”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S, M & L 3.3-3.51 010 -1 140
kg

510, 620
mmmm

PISTOL GRIPADJUSTABLE CHEEK PIECE & 
LENGTH OF PULL

DOUBLE SLING-STUDS
The ergonomic pistol grip gives you a natural 
and relaxed grip.The cheek piece & length of pull can be 

easily adjusted to best suit you via the 
control buttons on the rear stock. 

Effortlessly carry the Sako 85 Black Wolf 
with a bipod whenever needed.



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  223 Rem / 8” 

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”  |  243 Win / 10”  |  260 Rem / 8”  |  7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”  |  
308 Win / 11”  |  6.5 Creedmoor  / 8”  |  25-06 Rem / 10”  |  6.5x55 SE / 8”  |  270 Win / 10”  |
7x64 / 10”  |  30-06 Spr / 11”  |  8x57IS / 9.5”  |  9.3x62 / 14”  |  7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”  |
300 Win Mag / 11”

85 CARBONLIGHT
The Sako 85 Carbonlight is a high-end rifle designed for gear-oriented enthusiasts after any type 
of game. This ultra-light multi-purpose hunting rifle features a carbon fiber stock with a soft-touch 
surface, a right-hand palm swell and a cheek piece. With an approximate weight of only 2.4 kg,  
the Sako 85 Carbonlight with S-action or the new XS-action is exceptionally comfortable to carry, even 
on long treks. You can also pick a left-handed option and different action lengths, including M-action.

TECHNOLOGY

The Sako 85 Carbonlight rifle is built using the same CFRP technology 
that is used in both car and aerospace industries. This makes it extremely 
light, durable and rigid, resulting in a one-of-a-kind rifle. 

MUZZLE BRAKE

Carbonlight in L action 
 size calibers are delivered  

with a separately packed  
muzzle brake.

Action size

 XS, S, 
M & L

Overall weight

2.4-2.8
kg

Available as
left-handed

Total length

1020-1 148
mm

Barrel length

510,
570, 620 

mm



The Sako 85 Safari is a bolt-action rifle made for the most demanding hunters. Each Safari 
rifle has a hand polished barrelled action. This rifle features epoxy bedding for the best 
and most durable fit and accuracy. The stock is made from high-grade walnut featuring 
detailed rosewood fore-end cap and grip cap.

85 SAFARI

The classic appearance of the handmade Safari stock is finished 
off with a custom-made Pachmayr recoil pad. The high-grade 
walnut stock features traditional hand-cut checkering, and the 
fore-end tip and pistol grip cap are made of ebony. 

PREMIUM STOCK

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST: 

5+1 magazine:  375 H&H Mag / 12” 

4+1 magazine:  416 Rigby / 14”   |   450 Rigby / 14”   |   500 Jeffery / 20”

Equipped with a hinged floorplate magazine

L & XL 4.1-4.5620 1 145-1 150
mm kgmm

85 CLASSIC DELUXE
The Sako 85 Classic Deluxe combines a highly polished metal finish with a world-class stock 
design. The high-grade walnut stock offers a palm swell and a traditional cheek piece to 
guarantee an ergonomic shooting posture in rapid hunting situations. This rifle has been 
designed for the hunter who appreciates the look and feel of a high-quality walnut stock 
combined with the Sako 85 action. 

The 85 Classic Deluxe has a classic cheek piece, a pronounced 
pistol grip and a barrel band for swivel attachment. 

CLASSIC DESIGN

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  270 Win / 10”   |   7x64 / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”   |   9.3x66 Sako /14”

4+1 magazine:   375 H&H Mag / 12”

Equipped with a hinged floorplate magazine

M & L 3.4-3.6570, 6201 085-1 145
kgmm mm



Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

4+1 magazine:   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   7x64 / 10”   |   
30-06 / 11”   |   8x57IS / 9.5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”   |   9.3x66 Sako / 14”

Equipped with a hinged floorplate magazine

M 3.3570 1 085

The traditional Sako 85 Deluxe combines an attractive, timeless appearance with superior Sako 
accuracy and reliability. The warmth of the high-grade walnut stock, rosewood details and classic 
checkering give this fine rifle its distinctive look. Highly polished metal parts, fixed magazine and 
the Sako pistol grip inlay are just a few of the custom features of this elegant rifle. 

85 DELUXE

The design of the 85 Deluxe focuses on fine details. A golden 
colour is embedded in the trigger next to polished deep black 
steel surfaces – the perfect design for a Deluxe look. 

FINE DETAILS

mm kgmm

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  243 Win / 10”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   308 Win / 11”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   
6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”   |   8x57IS /   9.5”   |   9.3x66 Sako / 14”  

4+1 magazine: 270 Win Short Mag / 10”   |   300 Win Short Mag / 11”   |   7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   
300 Win Mag / 11”   |   338 Win Mag / 10”   |   375 H&H Mag / 12” 

S, SM,
M & L

3.2-3.5570, 6201 075-1 145

85 CLASSIC
The Sako 85 Classic comes with the traditional Sako features: a straight and classic  
oil-finished walnut stock with a rosewood fore-end and butt; a strong extended recoil lug, 
fastened inside the fore-end; and an integral tapered scope mount rail on the top of
the receiver and a free-floating barrel. The classic look and feel enhances the experience  
of owning one of the world’s most respected rifles.

mm kgmm



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  222 Rem / 14”   |    223 Rem / 8”   |    223 Rem / 12”

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”  |  243 Win / 10”  |  260 Rem / 8”  |  7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”  |   
308 Win / 11”    |  25-06 Rem / 10”  |  6.5x55 SE / 8”  |  
270 Win / 10”   |   7x64 / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”   |   8x57IS / 9,5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”

4+1 magazine:  270 Win Short Mag / 10”  |  300 Win Short Mag / 11”  |   7mm Rem Mag / 9,5”  | 
300 Win Mag / 11”  |  338 Win Mag / 10”  |   375 H&H Mag / 12”Action size

 XS, S, SM 
M & L

Overall weight

2.9-3.5
kg

Available as
left-handed

Total length

1015-1 145
mm

Barrel length

510,
570, 620 

mm

The Sako 85 Bavarian combines classic, traditional design with modern technology and 
performance. Under the high-grade walnut stock, a tribute to Central European tradition, 
lie the new modern features of the Sako 85 action. The Sako 85 Bavarian is also available 
as a left-handed version.

85 BAVARIAN

The oil-finished walnut stock also features a Schnabel-type fore-end 
and a pistol grip cap in rosewood. The classic checkering pattern of
the Sako 85 Bavarian provides both functionality and traditional looks. 
Other characteristics of this classic model are the Bavarian cheek piece 
and comb. 

BAVARIAN STOCK DESIGN

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:   22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11”    |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   
7x64 / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”   |   8x57IS / 9,5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”

FULL STOCK

The traditional full-length stock 
features a rosewood Schnabel. 

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S & M 3.1-3.25101 015-1 025
mm kgmm

85 BAVARIAN CARBINE
The Sako 85 Bavarian Carbine is developed for hunters who appreciate a high-quality  
hunting rifle made of beautiful walnut and black steel. The Sako 85 Bavarian Carbine 
always comes with adjustable iron sights and a single set trigger. 

The classic checkering pattern of the Sako 85 Bavarian provides 
functionality and traditional looks. Other characteristics of this 
classic model are the Bavarian cheek piece and comb.  

BAVARIAN STOCK DESIGN



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  204 Ruger / 12”  |  222 Rem / 14”  |  223 Rem / 8”  |  223 Rem / 12”   

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”  |  243 Win / 10”  |  260 Rem / 8”  |  7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”  |  
308 Win / 11”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |  270 Win / 10”  |   
7x64 / 10”  |  30-06 / 11”  |  8x57IS / 9.5”  |  9.3x62 / 14”  |  9.3x66 Sako / 14”   

4+1 magazine:  270 Win Short Mag / 10”  |  300 Win Short Mag / 11”  |  
7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”  |  300 Win Mag / 11”  |  338 Win Mag / 10”  |  375 H&H Mag / 12” 

The Sako 85 Hunter comes with world-class Sako features, including the legendary Sako 
accuracy, smooth bolt operation and perfect balance, making it a valued rifle to both own 
and to shoot. Its design combines a walnut stock with either blued or stainless metal parts.
Iron sights are available for the blued barrel option.

85 HUNTER & HUNTER STAINLESS

Action size

 XS, S, SM 
M & L

Overall weight

2.8-3.5
kg

Available as
left-handed

Total length

1005-1 145
mm

Barrel length

510,
570, 620 

mm

Left-handed shooters and hunters now have
the option of choosing from the S, M and L 
action size calibers as well. 

AVAILABLE AS LEFT-HANDED



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  204 Ruger / 12”   |   222 Rem / 14”   |   223 Rem / 8”   |   223 Rem / 12”   

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |  
308 Win / 11”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |  270 Win / 10”   |   
30-06 / 11”   |   9.3x62 / 14”   

4+1 magazine:  270 Win Short Mag / 10”   |   300 Win Short Mag / 11”   |   7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   
300 Win Mag / 11”   |   338 Win Mag / 10”   |   375 H&H Mag / 12” 

The Sako 85 Laminated Stainless, with its high-grade stainless steel barrel, receiver 
and bolt, is one of the world’s most distinctive hunting rifles. The grey matte-lacquered 
laminated hardwood stock provides a stable platform that withstands even the toughest 
conditions. The straight grey stock and stainless hardware of the Sako 85 Laminated 
Stainless is matched with silver-grey scope mounts.

85 LAMINATED STAINLESS

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

2.9-3.6510,
570, 620 1005-1 145 XS, S, SM, 

M & L kgmm mm

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”  

4+1 magazine:  270 Win Short Mag / 10”   |   300 Win Short Mag / 11”   |   7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   
300 Win Mag / 11”   

The Sako 85 Finnlight rifle is for those who foray deep into the wild to reach their goal. 
Hunters on mountain trails or on long-distance treks prefer high-performance rifles that 
are full-sized, yet still lightweight. The fluted barrel of the Finnlight is just one of the many 
features that make it ideal for the hunter seeking a perfectly trimmed light rifle. The Sako 85 
Finnlight is also an excellent choice for women and younger shooters.

85 FINNLIGHT

Sako 85 Finnlight has a reinforced black polymer stock with a soft 
grey pattern on its grip surfaces and a Soft Touch surface treatment.

STOCK

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S, SM, M
& L

2.8-3.1515,
570, 620 1030-1125

mm kgmm



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:   308 Win / 11”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”    |   7x64  / 10”  |  30-06 / 11” 

85 SYNTHETIC BLACK
The Sako 85 Synthetic rifle, with its completely matte black-finished design,
offers hunters true stealth appearance. The barrel, action, magazine plate
and trigger guard are all matching in color with a a Soft Touch color-coated stock.

The Sako 85 Synthetic Black comes with a matte black fluted barrel.  

BLACK FLUTED BARREL

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S & M 2.8-2.95701085
mm kgmm

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11”   |   338 Federal / 10”   |   25-06 Rem / 10”   |   6.5x55 SE / 8”   |   270 Win / 10”   |   
30-06 / 11”    |   8x57IS 9.5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”   |    9.3x66 Sako / 14”

4+1 magazine:  300 Win Short Mag / 11”   |   7mm Rem Mag / 9.5”   |   300 Win Mag / 11”   |   
338 Win Mag / 10”   |   375 H&H Mag / 12”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S, SM,
M & L

2.8-3.2510,
570, 620 1015-1145

mm kgmm

The Sako 85 Synthetic Stainless, one of our most popular rifles, is effortless to operate and 
has the firmest hold you’ll ever experience. Black grip areas against the black satin-like 
stock create an impressive profile. The stainless steel barrel and receiver are non-reflective 
and highly durable in any weather conditions.

85 SYNTHETIC STAINLESS

The stock features a cheek piece and an asymmetric palm swell, 
black gripping surfaces, and it has undergone a Soft Touch 
surface treatment. 

STOCK



SAKO 85 BEAR SERIES
Every seasoned hunter knows the importance of 
choosing the right tool for the task. When facing
a true challenge, you must be able to trust the
accuracy and reliability of your rifle. 

The Grizzly, Black Bear, Brown Bear and Kodiak are 
purpose-oriented weapons for big game hunting. Due 
to optimised length, these rifles are easy to carry and 
well-suited for dense forest conditions and medium to 
close range situations. All four Bear models feature 
adjustable fast target acquisition iron sights and 
detachable staggered two-row steel magazine with 
the Total Control Latch, preventing unintentional 
magazine release.

Bear series rifles can be top-loaded and have controlled 
cartridge feed, an adjustable single stage trigger and 
barrel band for front swivel – plus mechanical case 
ejection. They are also equipped with integral dovetail 
rails flor secure scope mounting.



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  308 Win / 11”   |   7x64 / 10”   |   30-06 / 11”   |   
8x57IS / 9.5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”   |   9.3x66 Sako / 14”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S & M 3.5-3.6540 1 045-1 055
mm kgmm

The Sako 85 Grizzly adds prestige to the Sako Bear Series. Its high-grade 
walnut stock, medium-contour fluted barrel and blued action give it an 
elegant appearance and make it a pleasure to handle. 

85 GRIZZLY

The 85 Grizzly has rapid target acquisition iron sights with a full 
rear sight line and bead, and a fluted barrel with a swivel band. 

SIGHTS AND BARREL

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  308 Win / 11”   |   30-06 / 11”    |    8x57IS / 9.5”   |   9.3x62 / 14”   |   9.3x66 Sako / 14”  

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

S & M 3.1-3.25101 015-1 025
mm kgmm

85 BLACK BEAR
The Sako 85 Black Bear has a medium-contour fluted barrel, a matte black stock with soft 
grip surfaces and blued action and barrel. Its lightweight, compact size and good weather 
resistance mean it’s a perfect choice for the active hunter.  The Sako 85 Black Bear is 
extremely well balanced, making it ideal for situations that require rapid action. 

The 85 Black Bear has rapid target acquisition iron sights with a full 
rear sight line and bead, and a fluted barrel with a swivel band. 

SIGHTS AND BARREL



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

3+1 magazine:  338 Win Mag / 10”   |   375 H&H Mag / 12”   |   416 Rigby / 14”   |   
450 Rigby / 14”   |   500 Jeffery / 20”  

Equipped with a hinged floorplate magazine in XL action size 

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

L & XL 3.6-4.3540, 560 1 065-1 085
mm kgmm

The Sako 85 Brown Bear is also available in action size XL. This extends 
the caliber selection of the Bear series to include 416 Rigby, 450 Rigby and 
500 Jeffrey. The laminate stock has been redesigned to accommodate larger 
calibers, while the barrel profile has been redefined for the new calibers. 

85 BROWN BEAR

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

3+1 magazine:  338 Win Mag / 10”   |   375 H&H Mag / 12”  

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

L 3.65401065
mm kgmm

85 KODIAK
The Sako 85 Kodiak was designed with a true hunter in mind. The straight, weatherproof 
stock is made of grey laminated hardwood and reinforced with two cross-bolts. The short, 
free-floating medium contour barrel features adjustable open sights and a band-type front 
swivel. The barrel is cold hammer-forged using high-grade alloy stainless steel. The bolt, 
receiver and detachable magazine are also made of stainless steel, and provide reliability 
even under severe weather conditions. 



Long range hunting is extremely demanding. There is no 
room for compromises when you are shooting game from 
long distances: your rifle and other gear have to be match 
grade in order to guarantee a vital hit.

The Sako 85 Long Range rifle has been designed to 
overcome any distance and challenge you may face.
The Sako 85 Varmint rifles, in turn, are the perfect tools 
for targeting smaller marks, often with the help of a large 
objective and the rest under the weapon. For this purpose, 
these rifles boast a heavy barrel, a single-set-trigger,
a pronounced pistol grip and a flat fore-end bottom.

SAKO 85 LONG
RANGE RIFLES



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  204 Ruger / 12”   |   222 Rem / 14”   |   223 Rem / 8”   |   223 Rem / 12”

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11” 

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

XS & S
3.5-3.9510-600 1005-1105

mm kgmm

The Sako 85 Varmint rifle is a long range hunting rifle for small to medium game, built to deliver pinpoint 
accuracy for hunting and target shooting. The heavy, free-floating barrel diminishes vibration and recoil, 
which makes it easy to zoom in and stay on target. The Varmint rifle stock is made of walnut, enhancing 
both comfort and accuracy. In addition, it features an extra wide, flat-bottomed beavertail fore-end and
a more pronounced pistol grip for a better bench shooting position. 

85 VARMINT

A heavy barrel and a wide flat bottom fore-end enable steady 
shooting on sandbags. 

BARREL

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

6+1 magazine:  204 Ruger / 12”   |   222 Rem / 14”   |   223 Rem / 8”   |   223 Rem / 12”

5+1 magazine:  22-250 Rem / 14”   |   243 Win / 10”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   7mm-08 Rem / 9.5”   |   
308 Win / 11”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

XS & S 3.7-4.1510-6001015-1105
mm kgmm

85 VARMINT STAINLESS
The Sako 85 Varmint Laminated Stainless rifle comes with all the same qualities
as the Varmint model, only its stainless metal parts and stable laminate stock
are optimised for rough conditions. The fluted barrel increases heat dissipation,
decreases overall weight and gives this rifle its distinctive beauty. 

The pronounced pistol grip is designed to improve the ergonomics  
of the prone position. 

PISTOL GRIP



85 LONG RANGE
The Sako 85 Long Range rifle is designed especially for long range hunting. 
Specific details, such as a muzzle brake, 26” match grade barrel, double sling 
studs and a stock designed for the prone position, guarantee that you will hit 
your target even from extreme distances.

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

4+1 magazine:   300 Win Mag  / 11”   |   338 Lapua Mag / 10”

Equipped with a hinged floorplate magazine in XL action size  

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

L & XL 4.46601250
mm kgmm

MUZZLE BRAKE

STOCK

Flush design muzzle brake was added  
to reduce the recoil. Muzzle brake  

will make it easier to keep the target  
in sights after the shot. 

The Sako 85 Long Range has a flat fore-end that provides better 
support while shooting without a bipod. The double studs 
enable simultaneous attachment of both the sling and bipod. 



The Sako TRG is an accuracy concept designed to accomplish 
a single-minded mission: to hit the target – whatever it takes, 
giving you unique performance that surpasses the highest 
demands for accuracy, reliability and versatility.

The TRG Accuracy Concept is designed to meet individual 
demands, adapting to each shooter’s personal style, build and 
posture. The super target-grade barrel, made especially for 
the TRG rifles, is cold-hammer forged. The sturdy bolt with 
three locking lugs accurately feeds rounds from the centerline 
of a detachable staggered two-row magazine. All Sako TRG 
receivers are drilled and tapped for a Picatinny rail.

The TRG Accuracy Concept serves several military and law 
enforcement organizations as their primary sniper weapon 
system. The rifle is also used by long-range competition 
shooters and is a CISM competition winner.

SAKO TRG RIFLES



The Sako TRG 22 and 42 A1 are made for one specific task: to hit the target – 
whatever it takes. The 22 and 42 A1 have been taken to the next level with new 
features inspired by our flagship model, the TRG M10. 

TRG 22/42 A1

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

TRG 22 A1 (10 rounds in magazine):   308 Win / 11”   |   260 Rem / 8”   |   6.5 Creedmoor / 8” 

TRG 42 A1 (5 rounds in magazine):   300 Win Mag / 11” (7 rounds in magazine)   |    338 Lapua Mag / 10”

Total length Overall weightBarrel length

3.7-4.1510-6001015-1105
mm kgmm

FULLY ADJUSTABLE REAR STOCK MODULAR M-LOK FORE-STOCK
The M-LOK standard has a robust design 
and is compatible with a wide range of 
accessories. The M-LOK interface is also 
easy to use and offers a secure lock for  
many different applications. 

DOUBLE PLUNGERS
The TRG 42 is equipped with double 
plungers, which make frequent cartridge 
ejection more seamless than ever.

All adjustments can be done quickly without 
the use of any tools. The stock can also be 
securely locked down when required.



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

7+1 magazine:  300 Win Mag / 11”

5+1 magazine:  338 Lapua Mag / 10”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

TRG-42
5.1-5.3510, 6901020-1200

mm kgmm

BLACK, GREEN & DESERT TAN

TRG 42

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

10+1 magazine:  260 Rem / 8”   |   308 Win / 11”

Total lengthAction size Overall weightBarrel length

TGR-22 4.7-4.9510, 6601000-1150
mm kgmm

TRG 22
BLACK, GREEN & DESERT TAN

The TRG 22 rifle in .308 Win can handle a multitude of accuracy tasks. It's a thoroughbred 
300 m ISSF standard competition rifle – and a CISM competition winner. 



Total length Overall weightBarrel length

6-6.5509,5-6891037-1216,5
mm kgmm

The TRG M10 is a bolt action, multi-caliber, manually operated, magazine-fed, shoulder-fired sniper weapon 
with a high-capacity magazine and fully adjustable stock that provides a single weapon system solution 
for many different applications. A high level of configurability makes the TRG M10 an extremely versatile 
platform: it easily converts from a true long range precision rifle to a more compact piece of equipment.

TRG M10
BLACK & COYOTE BROWN

AMBIDEXTROUS CONTROLS
The ambidextrous controls are well within the reach of the firing hand 
and are large enough to be also operated with gloves on. The robust 
and fully adjustable trigger unit can be detached for maintenance 
and adjustment without further disassembling the weapon.

FULLY ADJUSTABLE REAR STOCK
All adjustments can be done quickly without
the use of any tools. The stock can also be 
securely locked down when needed by using 
tools that come inside the weapon. The pistol 
grip has an interchangeable back strap in three 
different sizes; all three are included in
the standard package.

TACTILE INDICATORS
Identification of modular components 
for different calibers can be done 
visually or from tactile indicators 
placed on each critical component.

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

10+1 magazine:   6.5 Creedmoor  / 11”

7+1 magazine:   300 Norma Magnum / 10”

10+1 magazine:   308 Win  / 11”

6+1 magazine:   300 Win Mag / 11”

7+1 magazine:   338 Lapua Mag  / 10”



Many hunters begin their journey with their trusty rimfire 
rifle by their side. This is a tradition Sako Rimfire rifles 
proudly continue.

The Sako Quad is a special small game bolt-action rimfire 
rifle with interchangeable barrels. This makes the Sako 
Quad extremely versatile – you can change the barrel and 
switch calibers in couple of seconds. The Sako Quad is no 
ordinary rimfire rifle: it’s a small bore hunting and training 
firearm that functions as its own system, complete with 
several options to choose between.

The Finnfire II, in turn, is a reincarnation of the classic 
Sako Finnfire from the 1990s. It is a perfect blend of 
Finnfire and Quad system, providing the best possible 
rimfire rifle experience.

SAKO RIMFIRE RIFLES

Barrels can be easily changed using the Sako Quad barrel tool.



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

10+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   17 Mach 2 / 9”

9+1 magazine:  22 WMR / 16”   |   17 HMR  / 9” 

Switch-barrelTotal length Overall weightBarrel length

4.55601015
mm kgmm

The Sako Quad Range is an extremely versatile rimfire rifle, ready to accompany you
to a small game hunt or to the range. An ergonomic stock combined with high
adaptability makes for a unique, reliable rifle.

QUAD RANGE

Each Sako Quad caliber has unique characteristics and is designed for
a specific targeting purpose. Calibers from left to right: 17 Mach 2, another 
version of the popular 22 LR; 22 LR, the universal caliber for target shooting 
and close-range small game hunting; 17 HMR, a high velocity varmint 
cartridge with excellent ballistics up to 150 yards; 22 WMR, the most 
powerful Sako Quad caliber – an excellent small game and varmint cartridge. 

CALIBERS

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   22 WMR / 16”   |   17 HMR  / 9”   |   17 Mach 2 / 9”

Switch-barrelTotal length Overall weightBarrel length

2.85601025
mm kgmm

QUAD HUNTER PRO
The Sako Quad Hunter Pro combines the latest Sako features with the look and feel
of a traditional Sako hunting rifle. The full-sized walnut stock resembles the famous
Sako 75 design and offers the same accuracy as all legendary Sako hunting rifles.

Both barrels and magazines are colour-coded
and marked to indicate matching pairs. 

COLOR CODING



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   22 WMR / 16”   |   17 HMR  / 9”   |   17 Mach 2 / 9”

Total length Overall weightBarrel length Switch-barrel

3.55601025
mm kgmm

The Sako Quad Varmint is an excellent choice for hunting and 
bench-rest target shooting with its flat-bottomed extra wide 
fore-end and heavier barrel. 

QUAD  VARMINT

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   22 WMR / 16”   |   17 HMR  / 9”   |   17 Mach 2 / 9”

Switch-barrelTotal length Overall weightBarrel length

2.65601010
mm kgmm

QUAD SYNTHETIC
The Sako Quad Synthetic comes with a stylish modern synthetic stock, 
blued barrels and a black rubber recoil pad. Sako Quad butt stock 
spacers are available for modifying the length of pull. 

All Sako Quad rifles are built with the same standards as 
Sako centerfire rifles. The same feel, ergonomics and quality 
are implemented for our rifles of larger calibers. We want to 
provide our customers with Sako’s known high-quality features – 
regardless of the caliber. 

QUALITY RIMFIRE



CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   22 WMR / 16”   |   17 HMR  / 9”   |   17 Mach 2 / 9”

Switch-barrelTotal length Overall weightBarrel length

3.25601025
mm kgmm

The Sako Quad Heavy Barrel rifle can handle repeated firing without getting too warm. 
The Monte Carlo-type cheek piece on a black synthetic stock grants a great bench shooting 
position. The rifle’s length of pull can be adjusted with recoil pad spacers. 

QUAD HEAVY BARREL

CALIBER / RATE OF TWIST:  

5+1 magazine:  22 LR / 16.5”   |   17 HMR  / 9”   

Total length Overall weightBarrel length

2.85601025
mm kgmm

FINNFIRE II
The Sako Finnfire II celebrates our past. The design brings
a retro spirit to our rimfire selection and features some
of the classic design elements of the old Finnfire.

The Sako Finnfire II has a full metallic bolt 
handle in the spirit of the old Finnfire. 

BOLT HANDLE



  1.   CHOOSE OPTILOCK™ BASE

RIFLE Select the following Optilock Base:

Tikka, 17 mm rail Optilock Base, Tikka

Sako 85 (XS-SM), Sako 75 (I-III, SM),
Sako L461/L579, S491/M591 Optilock Base, Sako Short

Sako 85 (SM-L), Sako 75 (III-V) Optilock Base, Sako Long

Sako 85 (M-XL), Sako 75 (IV-V) Optilock Base, Sako Extended 

Sako Quad, Finnfire II, 11 mm rail Optilock Base, Sako Rimfire
Picatinny/Weaver Optilock Base, Weaver-rail

  2.   CHOOSE OPTILOCK™ RINGS

B

A

  A   

Tube diameter

  B      Objective outer diameter (mm) Select the follow-
ing Optilock Ring:w/ std barrel w/ heavy barrel

1”

<59 <51 1” XTRA LO

<63 <55 1” LO

<73 <65 1” ME

<83 <75 1” HI

30 mm

<63 <55 30mm XTRA LO

<67 <59 30mm LO

<75 <67 30mm ME

<83 <75 30mm HI

34 mm
<77 <69 34mm LO*

<87 <81 34mm ME*

MODEL WEIGHT (g) LENGTH (mm) DIAMETER (mm) Bullet channel diameter 
/ max caliber Available Thread SOUND REDUCTION in dB*

Optisup .17 154 220 28 7.5mm / 17HMR ½-20 / ½-28 20-29

Optisup .22 124 220 28 7.5mm / 22LR ½-20 / ½-28 19-22

OPTISUP .22 & .17
 
Optisup .22 and .17 are simple and straightforward rimfire 
suppressors. These two models have a structure where the solid 
baffle construction can be easily dismantled for cleaning. The .22 
version is extremely lightweight due to internal baffles that are 
made from a durable synthetic material. The .17 version has the 
same structure, but the baffles are made from aluminium.

• Removable internal baffles for easy cleaning
• Lightweight construction
• Cerakote® surface treatment for optimal weather resistance
• Two models; one for .22 and the other for .17

A quality rifle deserves quality accessories. The OptilockTM scope mounts perfectly 
complement Sako manufactured rifles and ensure ultimate accuracy in all circumstances. 
Long-lasting Sako Optisup suppressors, in turn, have been designed to stand the test of both 
elements and time, so you are never unprepared when taking a shot.

The standard Optilock™ base features an indexing 
edge that makes it easier to tighten the ring without 
any accidental rotation. All Optilock™ bases have 
a brand new angular design to perfectly go along 
with the beauty of the rifle itself.

Optilock™ bases and adjustment rings are offered in 
multiple different lengths and sizes. This allows for 
a multitude of different scope sizes and brands to be 
fitted onto Sako rifles.

The ring insert of the inner scope 
is made of polymer and protects  
the scope tube from deforming. *phosphated

There’s a selection table behind every OptilockTM 
package. This ensures it’s easy to find the correct 
base and ring combination for your exact needs. 
More info at sako.fi

PICK THE RIGHT
OPTILOCK COMBINATION

ACCESSORIES



We at Sako have a passion for hunting. We firmly believe that it
is a truly unique sport, and as such we want to provide you with
the perfect cartridge for each situation.
 
Our history started in 1921 with hand-manufactured firearms and we 
started manufacturing rifle cartridges in 1928. Even though high technology 
has since been introduced, we strive to maintain that same level of 
uncompromising craftsmanship. As hunters, the quality of our cartridges
is a matter of pride.
 
We utilize modern computer-aided R&D and CNC manufacturing methods, 
yet the final critical steps we carry out ourselves. Each individual brass case 
is inspected by hand for quality assurance purposes. All Sako cases and 
bullets are suited for reloading and, with their sturdy quality, are said to 
outlast the competition. We offer 32 different calibers with more than 100 
different loads. All Sako cartridges comply with C.I.P requirements.
 
Technology is only half of the story; a cartridge is never simply a cartridge. 
It’s an essential part of each hunt, the enabler of each shot. It’s something 
that puts you in charge of the situation. Choosing the correct tool for
the task makes all the difference in the world.
 
To make the selection process easier for you, we have introduced a colour-
coded system of categorisation for our cartridges. Bonded or un-bonded? 
Rapid or controlled expansion? You can know the basics at a glance, so you 
never have to struggle with the wrong cartridges ever again.
 
Choosing the right cartridge is no small thing. It’s all about respecting your 
rifle, nature, and the animal you’re hunting. With us, you’re entitled to 
demand perfection.

KNOW YOUR GAME



SAKO BALLISTICS 
The Sako Mobile Ballistics App is a free, easy-to-use ballistic calculator that 
allows hunters and long-range shooters to identify the right cartridge for
the given purpose. 

The application stores data on all of Sako’s cartridges and you can create
your own profile for your rifle and ammunition combo.

Desktop version: bullet.sako.fi

SAKO CARTRIDGES – UNRIVALED ACCURACY 
AND CONSISTENT PERFORMANCE
When it comes to cartridges, we at Sako never settle for second best. Our legacy of accuracy and performance 
has proven this time and time again. We combine the latest technology with traditional gunsmith know-how to 
bring you the best cartridges money can buy. Familiarise yourself with our different product series and pick the 
right alternative for your rifle and shooting purpose.

Maximised stopping power for small game. 
Non-bonded core and a lighter jacket. 
Mainly used for varmint and trophy hunting.

RAPID EXPANSION SERIES

Non-leaded cartridges with high penetration capabilities 
and good durability. Maximal weight retention.
Mainly used for big game hunting.  

MONOLITHIC SERIES

Optimised stopping power and good durability against 
bone. Bonded core and a thicker jacket. Mainly used for 
hunting medium and big game. 

CONTROLLED EXPANSION SERIES

Precision perfomance and optimal aerodynamics.
Higher shooting velocity, less bullet drop and  
wind drift.

TARGET SERIES
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